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Abstract

Background

chromosomal rearrangements [4]. Variation in genome size
and the C-value paradox [5] can be attributed to a large extent
to differences in the amount of TEs, particularly of retrotransposons, between the genomes of different species [6]. In plant
genomes, large size and structural variation even among
closely related species is mainly due to differences in their
history of polyploidization [7] and/or amplification of long
terminal repeat (LTR)-retrotransposons [3,8-10]. LTR-retro-
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It has become increasingly clear that the activity of transposable elements (TEs) is a major cause of genome evolution.
TEs are ubiquitous components of eukaryotic genomes. For
example, 22% of the Drosophila melanogaster [1], 45% of the
human [2], and up to 80% of the maize [3] genomes consist
of TE fossils. TEs have influenced the evolution of cellular
gene regulation and function, and have been responsible for

interactions

Conclusion: Diverse evolutionary mechanisms have constrained both the copy number and
chromosomal distribution of retrotransposons within a single genome. In A. thaliana, their nonrandom genomic distribution is due to both selection against insertions in euchromatin and
preferential targeting of heterochromatin. Constant turnover of euchromatic insertions and a
decline in activity for the elements that target heterochromatin have both limited the contribution
of retrotransposon DNA to genome size expansion in A. thaliana.

refereed research

Results: I investigated the evolutionary dynamics of long terminal repeat (LTR)-retrotransposons
in the compact Arabidopsis thaliana genome, using an automated method for obtaining genomewide, age and physical distribution profiles for different groups of elements, and then comparing
the distributions of young and old insertions. Elements of the Pseudoviridae family insert randomly
along the chromosomes and have been recently active, but insertions tend to be lost from
euchromatic regions where they are less likely to fix, with a half-life estimated at approximately
470,000 years. In contrast, members of the Metaviridae (particularly Athila) preferentially target
heterochromatin, and were more active in the past.

deposited research

Background: Genome evolution and size variation in multicellular organisms are profoundly
influenced by the activity of retrotransposons. In higher eukaryotes with compact genomes
retrotransposons are found in lower copy numbers than in larger genomes, which could be due to
either suppression of transposition or to elimination of insertions, and are non-randomly
distributed along the chromosomes. The evolutionary mechanisms constraining retrotransposon
copy number and chromosomal distribution are still poorly understood.
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transposons (LTR-RTs) are 'copy-and-paste' (class I) TEs
that replicate via an RNA intermediate. Like retroviruses,
their (intact) genome consists of two LTRs, which contain the
signals for transcription initiation and termination, flanking
an internal region (IR) that typically contains genes and other
features necessary for autonomous retrotransposition. LTRRTs are mainly classified into two major families, the Pseudoviridae (also known as Ty1/Copia elements) and Metaviridae
(Ty3/Gypsy).
The evolutionary forces that control copy number and shape
the chromosomal distribution of different kinds of TEs in
eukaryotic genomes are still poorly understood. Some large
plant and animal genomes have expanded owing to an ability
to tolerate massive amplification of retrotransposons,
whereas in more compact genomes these elements are found
in lower copy numbers, non-randomly distributed and
mainly confined to heterochromatic regions [11-14]. TEs have
mostly been regarded as parasitic DNA [15,16], and it has
been suggested that important epigenetic mechanisms originally evolved to suppress the activity of TEs and other foreign
genetic material [17]. Nevertheless, there are examples of
individual elements that have been co-opted by, and entire TE
families that have become mutualists to, their host genomes
[13].
It is often hypothesized that the non-random genomic distribution of TEs in some species reflects the action of purifying
selection on the host against the deleterious effects of TE
insertions in certain regions. Models differ in the kind of deleterious effects they propose: chromosomal rearrangements
due to 'ectopic' (unequal homologous) recombination [18];
disruption of gene regulation due to insertion near cellular
genes [19]; or a burden on cell physiology as a result of the
expression of TE-encoded products [20]. In compact
genomes, clustering of TE insertions in silent heterochromatin, which has reduced rates of recombination, gene density
and levels of transcription, is in principle consistent with a
scenario of negative selection and of passive accumulation of
TEs where their insertions would be less deleterious. As an
alternative to purifying selection, another hypothesis to
explain this clustering of TEs involves preferential insertion,
or even positive selection for their retention, into heterochromatin [21].
To evaluate these hypotheses, I investigated the evolutionary
history of different groups of LTR-RTs in the Arabidopsis
thaliana genome. The total TE content of the compact
genome of A. thaliana, with a haploid size of approximately
150 Mbp (million base-pairs), has been previously estimated
as around 10%, and is known to cluster around the pericentromeric heterochromatin [14]. Despite the relatively low
copy numbers, there is a high diversity of LTR-RTs in A. thaliana [22,23]. I have implemented an automated methodology
for genome-wide sequence mining of LTR-RTs, and for estimating the age of insertion of different copies. This method-
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ology is capable of identifying nested insertions, which are
common in the pericentromeric regions. The technique for
dating LTR-RTs has been previously used to reveal a massive
amplification of these elements that doubled the size of the
maize genome during the last 3 million years, by extrapolation of results found in a 240 kbp stretch of intergenic DNA
[3]. Here I report genome-wide age profiles for different
groups of LTR-RTs in A. thaliana. By comparing the age and
chromosomal distributions of young and old insertions it is
possible to distinguish between preferential targeting and
passive accumulation of elements into heterochromatin. I
show that members of the Pseudoviridae have recently been
active, that they integrate randomly into the genome (relative
to centromere location) and only passively accumulate in
proximal regions, as purifying selection eliminates euchromatic insertions. In contrast, the Metaviridae (particularly
members of the Athila group) preferentially insert into the
pericentromeric heterochromatin, and their transpositional
activity has declined in the last million years.

Results
Abundance and diversity
Most of the retrieved elements are fragmented and truncated,
and nested insertions are common particularly among pericentromeric elements belonging to the Athila superfamily,
though the core centromere sequences themselves were not
available. In fact, the size of the A. thaliana genome has been
recently estimated as approximately 157 Mbp (around 20%
larger than the estimate published with the genome
sequence), and the additional size appears to be due to (unsequenced) heterochromatic repetitive DNA in the centromeres, telomeres and nucleolar-organizing regions [24].
Table 1 shows the relative abundance of each superfamily,
and the numbers of complete and solo-LTR elements identified in the genome. Athila is the most abundant superfamily,
followed by the Copia-like, Gypsy-like, and TRIM (terminalrepeat retrotransposons in miniature). The ratio of solo-LTRs
to complete elements is around 2:1. In addition to solo-LTR
formation, deletion and fragmentation of retrotransposon
DNA in A. thaliana also occur via other mechanisms: 36% of
the DNA in the Athila, 38% in the Gypsy-like, 32% in the
Copia-like, and 21% in the TRIM superfamilies correspond to
degraded insertions that are neither 'complete' elements nor
solo-LTRs.

Age distribution
To obtain the genome-wide age distribution of each superfamily (except TRIM), 564 pairs of intra-element LTRs were
(pairwise) aligned and their sequence divergence estimated.
Many of the complete TRIM elements have highly divergent
LTRs, and I suspect that extensive recombination between
inter-element LTRs has occurred. In neighbor-joining trees of
LTR sequences (of both complete and solo elements) from the
TRIM families Katydid-At1 and Katydid-At2, most intra-element LTR pairs did not cluster. In contrast, when trees were
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Table 1
Relative abundance of LTR-retrotransposons in Arabidopsis thaliana

Number of complete elements†

Percentage DNA in complete elements†

Number of solo-LTRs

Athila

2.73 %

Gypsy-like

1.32 %

219

50 %

586

130

53 %

250

Copia-like
TRIM

1.39 %

215

63 %

343

0.15 %

28

53 %

Total

5.60 %

58

592

54 %

1,237

Copia-like insertions are younger than host species

Physical distribution
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Athila elements are almost exclusively inserted in the pericentromeric regions, and the other superfamilies in significantly and progressively less proximal regions of the
chromosome arms (Wilcoxon rank sum tests: Athila more
proximal than the Gypsy-like, p < 0.0001; Gypsy-like more
proximal than Copia-like, p < 0.0001; complete Copia-like
elements more proximal than complete TRIM elements,
p < 0.05; there is no difference between Copia-like and TRIM
solo-LTRs). Furthermore, except for TRIM, within each
superfamily the solo-LTRs are significantly more distal than
the complete elements (Wilcoxon rank sum tests, p < 0.001),

interactions

The chromosomal distribution of retrotransposons (and
other TEs) in A. thaliana has been known to be non-random
and dominated by a high concentration of elements in the
heterochromatic pericentromeric regions [14]. However, this
study has revealed significant differences in the chromosomal
locations of the LTR-RT superfamilies. I have analyzed the
distribution of complete elements and of solo-LTRs in each
superfamily along all the chromosome arms combined, relative to the position of the centromeres (that is, the distribution of the distances between each insertion and the
centromere, divided by the length of the respective arm), with
results summarized in Figure 2.

refereed research

Using the rate of 1.5 × 10-8 substitutions per site per year [25],
97% of 215 complete Copia-like elements are younger than 3
million years (Myr), 90% younger than 2 Myr, and only two
insertions estimated to be older than 4 Myr. This shows that
complete insertions from the known Copia-like families in
the A. thaliana genome are younger than the species itself,
whose time of divergence from its closest relatives, such as A.
lyrata has been estimated (with the same rate of evolution) to
be 5.1-5.4 Myr ago [25]. The situation is less clear for Athila
(and the Gypsy-like TEs), as 7% of 219 intra-element LTR
pairs were estimated to be older than 5 Myr (3% of the Gypsylike). Furthermore, the Athila and Gypsy-like superfamilies
have an excess of degraded insertions relative to Copia-like
(Table 1). Complete elements account for around 50% of the
total amount of DNA in Athila and Gypsy-like, indicating that
the majority of insertions remaining in the genome have been
degraded or have become solo-LTRs. Some of these are likely
to be older than the complete insertions. DNA loss (from
LTR-RTs) has been shown to occur in A. thaliana [26], and
the oldest insertions may have been degraded beyond detection. On the other hand, there is some evidence that synonymous sites in Arabidopsis are not evolving in a completely
neutral fashion [27]. If this were the case for the chalcone synthase (Chs) and alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) loci, their synonymous sites would be evolving more slowly than LTR-RT
fossils, and the dating method described above would systematically overestimate the ages of their insertion events.

The age distribution of complete Copia-like elements appears
to show a recent burst of activity (Figure 1), but I provide evidence (below) that the excess of very young elements is the
result of the rapid (relative to Metaviridae insertions) elimination of these elements from the genome. In contrast, the
age distributions of complete Athila and Gypsy-like insertions have peaks between 1 and 2 Myr ago (Figure 1). Moreover, whereas there are 34 Copia-like insertions with their
intra-element LTRs identical in sequence, only four such
Athila and three such Gypsy-like insertions are present.
These results indicate that levels of transpositional activity of
Athila and Gypsy-like elements have declined since their
peak between 1 and 2 Myr ago.

deposited research

The superfamilies differ significantly in their average age of
insertions. Athila insertions are significantly older than the
Gypsy-like (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.0005), Gypsy-like
older than Copia-like (p < 0.0001). Age distributions are
summarized in Figure 1.

Athila and Gypsy-like elements were more active in the
past

reports

constructed for representatives of the Athila (athila2),
Gypsy-like (atlantys2), and Copia-like (meta1, atcopia49,
atcopia78) superfamilies, intra-element LTR pairs always
clustered (data not shown), providing evidence for the lack of
inter-element recombination in those 'families'.

reviews

*The '% of genome' includes all LTR-RT sequences (in the nuclear genome) for each superfamily, rather than just complete and solo-LTR elements.
Fragments of LTR-RTs were also found in the mitochondrial (2.74%) and chloroplast (0.05%) genomes. †Elements containing indels were included as
complete elements provided they retain a substantial part of both their LTRs.
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Percentage of genome*

Superfamily
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Figure
Age
distributions
1
of LTR-retrotransposon superfamilies
Age distributions of LTR-retrotransposon superfamilies. Athila insertions
are on average significantly older, and Copia-like ones younger, than those
from other superfamilies. There are 34 Copia-like, four Athila, and three
Gypsy-like insertions with identical intra-element LTRs. The width of the
horizontal boxes above the histograms indicates the middle 50% of age
values in each superfamily; the red band indicates 95% confidence limits on
the median, and the green stripe the median value.

suggesting that formation of solo-LTRs is more likely to occur
in distal regions. The distribution of complete TRIM elements
relative to the centromere is not significantly different from
random (goodness-of-fit test, χ2 = 4.22, df = 3, p > 0.2),
although sample size is small, while their solo-LTRs are significantly clustered (goodness-of-fit test, χ2 = 10.70, df = 3, p
< 0.02).
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The results above indicate that the older a superfamily is, the
more its elements are concentrated in the proximal regions.
This suggests that insertions into proximal (heterochromatic)
regions are more likely to persist for longer periods of time.
This interpretation assumes that the neutral mutation rate is
the same for both the distal (euchromatic) and proximal (heterochromatic) portions of the genome. Intra-genomic variation in the per-replication mutation rate has been reported
between the two sex chromosomes of a flowering plant [28]
(although the difference could not be explained their different
degree of DNA methylation, a feature often associated with
heterochromatin). Given that the dating method used here is
based on neutral sequence divergence (between intra-element LTRs), a higher mutation rate in heterochromatin in A.
thaliana would affect age comparisons among different
groups of elements, as they show different degrees of
clustering into the pericentromeric heterochromatin. However, older estimates for the age of heterochromatic elements
are consistent with the hypothesis that heterochromatin is a
'safe haven' where TE insertions persist for longer periods of
time. Here I show that the mechanisms that led to the accumulation of LTR-RTs in proximal regions are distinct for different groups: elements of the youngest superfamily (Copialike) insert randomly into the genome (relative to the location
of the pericentromeric heterochromatin), but there is negative selection (on the host genome) against their insertions in
euchromatin; elements of the older superfamilies (Athila,
Gypsy-like) preferentially insert into the pericentromeric
regions. These distinct mechanisms become apparent when
temporal and spatial data are combined (Figure 3), and the
chromosomal distribution of young elements compared with
the distribution of older elements (within each superfamily).
For complete Copia-like elements there is a highly significant
negative correlation between relative distance from the centromere and age of the insertions (Spearman rank correla-
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Figure
Differential
LTRs
along
2 the
pericentromeric
10 chromosome
clustering
arms combined
of complete elements and soloDifferential pericentromeric clustering of complete elements and soloLTRs along the 10 chromosome arms combined. The vertical axis
measures distance from the centromere, divided by the length of the
chromosome arm in which a given element is inserted: the value of 0.0
corresponds to the position of the centromeres and 1.0 to telomeres. Box
heights indicate the inter-quartile range and widths are proportional to
sample size; red bands represent 95% confidence limits on the median; and
the green stripe marks the median value of each sample. Coordinates for
the approximate centers of the centromeres on the chromosome
sequences were set at 14.70 Mbp for chromosome I (total length 30.14
Mbp), at 3.70 Mbp for II (19.85 Mbp), at 13.70 Mbp for III (23.76 Mbp), at
3.10 Mbp for IV (17.79 Mbp), and at 11.80 Mbp for V (26.99 Mbp).
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Figure 3 between age and physical distributions of complete elements
Relationship
Relationship between age and physical distributions of complete elements.
Insertions into the short arms of chromosomes II and IV were excluded
for clarity. These arms contain extensive heterochromatin away from the
centromeres, in nucleolar-organizing regions that juxtapose their
telomeres, and in a knob [14]. In addition, their short length implies that
the pericentromeric heterochromatin, which spans around 1-1.5 Mbp in
each arm [68], corresponds to a substantially higher fraction of their total
length than in the other eight arms.

portions of the chromosome arms than in the pericentromeric heterochromatin.
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In contrast, there is no correlation between age and relative
distance from centromeres for complete Athila elements
(Spearman rank correlation, ρ = 0.01, p = 0.9), as both young
and old insertions are found only in proximal regions (Figure
3), compartmentalized into the pericentromeric heterochromatin. This strongly suggests that elements in the superfamily have evolved to preferentially target the
pericentromeric heterochromatin, and their genomic distribution, unlike that of Copia-like elements, is not the result of

interactions

The average time to fixation (t) for a neutral allele is given by
t = 4Ne, where Ne is the effective population size. For A. thaliana t can be estimated using an average of estimates of
nucleotide diversity (θ) for 8 different A. thaliana genes, θ =
9 × 10-3 [29], and the synonymous rate of substitution per site
per generation, µ = 1.5 × 10-8 [25]. t = 2θ/µ, yielding an estimate of t ≈ 1.2 Myr. This value for t is consistent with an independent estimate that placed the time since the divergence
between A. thaliana and A. lyrata between 3.45t and 5.6t
[30]. Given that 75% of all complete Copia-like insertions are
younger than 1.2 Myr, most of them are likely to be polymorphic. Taken together with the highly significant negative
correlation between age and distance from the pericentromeric regions, these results indicate that complete Copia-like
insertions are less likely to get fixed in the distal, euchromatic

0

refereed research

tion, ρ = -0.39, p < 0.0001). Furthermore, the distribution
along the chromosome arms of 34 Copia-like insertions with
no divergence between their intra-element LTRs is not significantly different from random (goodness-of-fit test, χ2 = 3.12,
df = 3, p > 0.3). This is evidence that Copia-like elements integrate randomly relative to the location of the centromeres,
but tend to get eliminated from distal, and passively accumulate in proximal regions.
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passive accumulation therein. Only if Athila insertions were
much more deleterious than Copia-like ones, so that they
would be very rapidly removed by purifying selection, could
passive accumulation be the case.
Gypsy-like insertions display a similar pattern to Athila. Even
though there is for complete elements a significant, negative
correlation between relative distance from centromeres and
age, this is due to an excess of recent insertions near the telomere of the short arm of chromosome II (data not shown). If
the arm is excluded from the analysis there is no significant
correlation (Spearman rank correlation, ρ = -0.09, p > 0.3).
This suggests that for the Gypsy-like also there is an insertional bias towards proximal regions. This bias is not as
strong as for Athila, as complete Gypsy-like insertions are not
exclusively found around the centromeres, and they cluster
(to a much lesser extent) in at least one other heterochromatic
region (the telomere of the short arm of chromosome II).
Included in the Gypsy-like 'superfamily' is a clade of elements, known as Tat, which is a sister group to Athila to the
exclusion of the remaining Gypsy-like elements [31]. The age
and physical distribution of Tat does not differ from those of
the remaining Gypsy-like elements (Wilcoxon rank-sum
tests, p > 0.4); Tat show insertion bias towards the pericentromeric regions, but again to a lesser degree than Athila.
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Figure
of complete
4
Copia-like elements
Loss of complete Copia-like elements. The half-life of complete Copia-like
elements throughout the whole genome (log-transformed counts marked
by blue circles, blue regression line) is estimated as around 650,000 ±
50,000 years. Complete insertions outside the proximal regions (red
squares, red regression line) are lost more rapidly, with a half-life
estimated as around 470,000 ± 50,000 years.

Half-life of complete Copia-like insertions
Given that Copia-like elements have been active until recently
but tend to be eliminated by purifying selection, their age distribution (Figure 1, bottom) reflects the process of origin and
loss of complete elements, when averaged over evolutionary
time scales (and over all Pseudoviridae lineages). If this is
assumed to be a steady-state process, it can be modeled by the
survivorship function: N(K) = Noe-aK, where N(K) is the
number of elements observed with intra-element LTR divergence K, and No and a are constants to be fitted. The rate of
elimination can then be estimated by linear regression of the
log-transformed data (the half-life of insertions is given by
ln2/a). Figure 4 shows the fit for all complete Copia-like
insertions (R2 = 0.94), and for complete insertions outside the
proximal regions (i.e. with relative distance from centromeres
>0.2; R2 = 0.95). Complete Copia-like elements are eliminated from the genome with a half-life of 648,000 years (SE
= 48,000 years). Insertions exclusively outside the proximal
(heterochromatic) regions are lost more rapidly, with a halflife of 472,000 years (SE = 46,000 years).

Discussion

The results above indicate that within a single genome, distinct evolutionary mechanisms can lead to the non-random
distribution of retrotransposons, as in A. thaliana the accumulation
of
insertions
in
the
pericentromeric
heterochromatin is the result of both insertion bias (for Metaviridae elements) and a lower probability of fixation in
euchromatin (Pseudoviridae).

It has recently been shown that most TE lineages in A. thaliana were already present in its common ancestor with
Brassica oleracea (the two species diverged around 15-20
Myr ago), and that copy numbers are generally higher in B.
oleracea [32]. The authors suggested that differential amplification of TEs between A. thaliana and B. oleracea was
responsible for the larger genome of the latter. Here I have
shown that the major LTR-RT families have been active in A.
thaliana since its divergence from its closest relatives, such as
A. lyrata. The transpositional activity of Metaviridae elements has declined relative to its level between 1 and 2 Myr
ago, perhaps suggesting that the host genome has more efficiently suppressed their transposition since. However, Pseudoviridae (Copia-like) elements in A. thaliana have been
subject to constant turnover. They have been recently active
and show no insertion bias, and I estimate that the half-life of
a complete element inserted in the euchromatic (non-coding)
regions of the chromosome arms as around 470,000 years.
Most of these Pseudoviridae insertions are lost before they
reach fixation, and the half-life estimate provides a measure
of the pace at which natural selection on the host constrains
the genomic distribution and copy number of Pseudoviridae
insertions. Turnover of Pseudoviridae insertions, in contrast
to the longer persistence of Metaviridae elements that have
declined in activity, is consistent with the higher sequence
diversity among the Pseudoviridae than the Metaviridae in A.
thaliana (107 Repbase update (RU) 'families' represented in
215 complete Pseudoviridaeelements, 25 RU 'families' in 349
complete Metaviridae elements, where 'families' were defined
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Both purifying selection (at the host level) against insertions
(in euchromatin) and a decline in transpositional activity (of
Metaviridae elements) appear to have limited the recent contribution of retrotransposon DNA to genome size expansion
in A. thaliana. The rapid and recent genome evolution
inferred for A. thaliana may be a feature common to other
higher eukaryotes, in particular those with compact genomes.
High turnover of TE insertions in euchromatin also occurs in

deposited research

It is interesting to note that the integrase proteins encoded by
LTR-RTs differ between the Pseudoviridae and the Metaviridae in their carboxy-terminal domains, as they have different
characteristic motifs [35,36]. This is the least conserved
domain of integrase, and has been implicated in the insertion
preferences of certain families of LTR-RTs in different organisms [37]. Examples of families of LTR-RTs whose integrase
carboxy termini have been shown to interact with chromatin
are known for both the Metaviridae [36] and the Pseudoviridae [38], and manipulation of this domain to engineer the
targeting specificity of LTR-RTs has also been achieved [39].
Athila elements have been known to be present in the A. thaliana core centromeric arrays of the 180-bp satellite repeats
and are abundant in pericentromeric heterochromatin
[40,41]. In this study I have shown that in contrast with the
passive accumulation of Copia-like elements, the striking
compartmentalization of both recent and older Athila insertions in the pericentromeric heterochromatin indicates that
these elements actively target those regions, and represents
an example of a group of retrotransposons that have evolved
to colonize a particular 'genomic niche'. Passive accumulation
could not explain the distribution of Athila insertions unless
they were generally much more deleterious to their host than
Copia-like ones. Given the absence of complete Athila insertions from euchromatin, any one insertion would have to be
so deleterious as to be almost immediately eliminated by
purifying selection, even from intergenic DNA. Rather, it is
likely that Athila elements preferentially insert into the pericentromeric heterochromatin and it is possible that this
group of elements has been co-opted to play a part in centromere function. There is some evidence that such hypothetical
role cannot be that of cis-acting sequences [42], but it could
be a structural one. Studies on the appearance of neocentromeres [43-45] point to some degree of epigenetic regulation
and function of centromeres via chromatin structuring.
Although centromeric sequences are not conserved among
plants [46], centromere-specific families of LTR-RTs seem to
be common, as they have been found in cereals [47-51], chickpeas [52] and A. thaliana [40].

reports

As an alternative to selection, a neutral mutational process
that deletes (part of the) insertions could in principle be driving the distribution of Copia-like elements, if such a process
occurred more often in the euchromatic than in the pericentromeric regions of the genome, and if it were frequent
enough. One mechanism that removes LTR-RT DNA from the
genome is solo-LTR formation via unequal homologous
recombination between intra-element LTRs. However, this
mechanism cannot be the driving force shaping the distribution of complete Copia-like elements because Copia-like soloLTRs are also non-randomly distributed and clustered in
proximal regions (goodness-of-fit test: χ2 = 13.71, df = 3, p <
0.005). Copia-like solo-LTRs are either eliminated faster
from distal than proximal regions, like complete elements, or
solo-LTR formation on average occurs more slowly than
extinction for euchromatic insertions. Despite clustering
around the centromeres, Copia-like solo-LTRs are significantly more dispersed than complete elements. This suggests
that solo-LTRs do form before extinction for distal insertions,
but are probably less efficiently eliminated (possibly because
they are less deleterious to the host genome) than complete
elements. Another known mechanism of (general) DNA loss
operates via small deletions due to illegitimate recombination
(between short repeats); this has been shown to occur in the
A. thaliana genome by an analysis of internal deletions in
LTR-RTs [26]. In Drosophila, rates of spontaneous deletions
in euchromatin and heterochromatin do not seem to differ
[34]. In A. thaliana the relative rates between the two chromatin domains are unknown, but fragmented (that is, neither
solo-LTR nor complete) Copia-like insertions are as clustered
around the centromeres as complete ones (goodness-of-fit
test: χ2 = 80.36, df = 3, p < 0.0001). Therefore small, spontaneous deletions cannot account for the genomic distribution
of complete elements. Larger deletions (that remove the
entire LTR-RT sequence) occurring primarily in euchromatin
would be necessary to explain the observed accumulation pattern; if such a mechanism existed it would be an important

force for genome size contraction. As there is no evidence for
such mechanism, and given that I estimate that the half-life of
(complete) insertions to be less than half the average time to
fixation for a neutral allele, a lower probability of fixation in
euchromatin relative to the pericentromeric heterochromatin
is more likely to be driving the genomic distribution of Pseudoviridae elements.
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The lower probability of fixation in euchromatin relative to
heterochromatin implies that insertions into euchromatin are
more deleterious to the host (and perhaps that purifying
selection is less efficient in heterochromatin due to a much
reduced rate of recombination). TE density in the A. thaliana
genome does not correlate with local recombination rate [33],
providing some evidence against the ectopic recombination
model for the deleterious effects of insertions (if the occurrence of ectopic and meiotic recombination positively correlate). Consistent with my results, the same study supports a
model of purifying selection against insertions in intergenic
DNA, by inferring that they are less likely to be found near
genes [33].
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on the basis of sequence divergence); frequent reverse transcription during transposition would be likely to lead to faster
evolution than that generated by the host genome DNA
polymerase error rate on chromosomal insertions.
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Drosophila and pufferfish [53], for example, and accumulation of TEs into heterochromatin in those genomes may also,
as in A. thaliana, be due to diverse evolutionary mechanisms.

Materials and methods

A methodology was developed for the automated mining of
sequence data to retrieve the sequence and chromosomal
location of genomic 'fossils' of LTR-RTs, identifying complete
elements and solo-LTRs among the retrieved sequence fragments, and estimating the age of the insertion events that
gave origin to these elements. This methodology was applied
to the genome sequence of A. thaliana.

Molecular paleontology of LTR-retrotransposons
Sequences of the organellar and the five nuclear chromosomes (version 200303) were obtained from the Munich
Information Center for Protein Sequences (MIPS) [54]. Computational mining for LTR-RT fragments in the A. thaliana
genome (around 116 Mbp of available sequence) was performed using sequence-similarity search algorithms [55]
against a library of representative sequences of LTR-RTs.
This reference library was compiled by extracting from Repbase update [56,57] sequences of the LTRs and internal
region (IR) of known A. thaliana 'families' of LTR-RTs. The
programs RepeatMasker [58] and WU-BLAST [59] were used
to search the whole genomic sequence (initially divided into
50 kbp chunks) and obtain the precise coordinates of chromosomal segments homologous to (a part of) the LTR or IR
of library elements. The datasets of chromosomal coordinates
of the complete LTR-RTs and solo LTRs identified are available as Additional data files 1 and 3.
'Families' of LTR-retrotransposons (as classified in Repbase
update) are present in low copy numbers; therefore, for the
purpose of this analysis they were grouped into three 'superfamilies': Athila, Gypsy-like (all 'families' belonging to the
Metaviridae, excluding Athila), and Copia-like (all 'families'
belonging to the Pseudoviridae). The Metaviridae was split
into two groups (Athila and Gypsy-like), as initial mining of
the A. thaliana genome revealed that Athila elements have
been particularly successful in colonizing it. Their copy
number is roughly double the number of all other members of
the Metaviridae, and higher than the total of all Pseudoviridae
elements. Athila form a clade and are retroviral-like elements
that are likely to have an envelope (env) gene [60]. Most of
the Copia- and Gypsy-like elements are typical LTR-RTs,
although one of the Copia-like 'families' (metaI) comprises
non-autonomous elements [22] and a few others (endovir1
[61], atcopia41-43 [22]) are retroviral-like, featuring a putative env gene. A fourth 'superfamily' was used to include
TRIMs. These are short, non-autonomous elements that
feature LTRs but no coding genes and cannot currently be
classified into either the Pseudoviridae or the Metaviridae;
they are described in [62].
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The four superfamilies comprise the following 'families'.
Athila (10 families): athila2 - 5, athila4A - D, athila6A,
athila7, athila8A and B; Gypsy-like (15 families):
atgagpol1, atgp2 and 3, atgp2N, atgp5 - 10, atgp9B,
atlantys1 - 3, tat1; Copia-like (107 families): atcopia1 - 97,
atcopia8A and B, atcopia18A, atcopia32B, atcopia38A and
B, atcopia65A, endovir1, TA1-2, meta1; TRIM (3 families):
katydid-At1, katydid-At2, katydid-At3.

Identification of complete elements and solo-LTRs
A Perl script, LTR_MINER (available on request), was written to parse all the chromosomal LTR-RT fragments reported
by RepeatMasker (WU-BLAST hits of similarity to reference
sequences) and identify complete elements and solo-LTRs.
LTR_MINER performs the pattern-recognition function of
assembling hits that originated from single LTR-RT insertion
events. The algorithm involves: 'defragmentation' of LTR
hits. If a chromosomal LTR fossil contains insertions/deletions (indels) relative to the most similar library sequence, it
may be reported as multiple hits (fragments). Defragmentation is the identification of multiple hits that correspond to
the same LTR. Parameters were set so that LTR hits were
defragmented only when they were separated by no more
than 550 bp, belonged to the same family, had the same orientation on the chromosome, and their combined length did
not exceed the length of the corresponding family reference
sequence by more than 20 bp.

Identification of 'complete' elements
An intact LTR-RT insertion consists of at least three hits:
LTR-IR-LTR (an IR from a single element insertion may also
yield multiple hits). After LTR defragmentation,
LTR_MINER searches for contiguous patterns of LTR, IR,
LTR. In order to check whether the pattern could be straddling a nested insertion of the same family, the search is then
recursively extended from each end of the pattern for further
contiguous hits to an IR and a LTR (of same family and orientation). The two LTRs of the innermost pattern are classified
as a pair of intra-element LTRs.

Identification of 'interrupted' elements: fossil elements
containing insertions between the two LTRs
LTR_MINER also identifies such elements provided an IR is
present between the LTRs. A maximum pairing distance
between LTRs was set at 30 kb.

Identification of 'solo-LTRs'
LTR_MINER was set to classify a LTR fragment as a soloLTR if no other LTR or IR (of same family and orientation) is
present within a 5 kbp radius from the fragment's ends. The
aim was the identification of elements resulting from deletion
(of the IR and one LTR) events via homologous recombination between intra-element LTRs, and not to classify as soloLTRs sequences that are separated from IRs because of
insertions.
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Nucleotide sequence divergence between pairs of intra-element LTRs was used as a molecular clock, as these pairs are
identical at the time of insertion [63]. All mined pairs of intraelement LTR sequences were aligned using ClustalW [64]
(with Pwgapopen = 5.0, Pwgapext = 1.0). To ensure correct
alignment of any sequences with large indels, pairwise LTR
alignments were position-anchored relative to reference
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hits (of similarity to segments of the reference sequence) then
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region separating the corresponding segments in the reference. The number of nucleotide substitutions per site (K)
between each intra-element LTR pair was then estimated
using Kimura's two-parameter model [65]. To reduce sampling bias towards younger elements, elements with truncated LTRs were included in the analysis (provided both
LTRs are present), as intact elements are likely to be younger
than elements that have accumulated indels.
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